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20 Years 
Study Abroad Counselling 

& Mentoring Expertise 



400,000
Students Guided towards 

their Study Abroad Dream



47%

Undergraduate Students got 

into World’s Top 50 Schools



1400
Average SAT Score of 

Students in the Last 2 Years

India’s National Average
is 1060



99%

Applicant to Admit Success 

Ratio in Top Global Schools



How do we achieve this 

Excellence…



World’s Top 

Admission 

Experts & Test 

Prep Coaches

Admission Counsellors & Test Prep Trainers have guided over
thousands of undergraduate students to get through the Top
50 international schools. However, it is not their skill and
understanding of the top schools’ admissions that makes

them unique - it’s the PASSION & EXPERIENCE they

have in shaping a distinguished student profile.

Personal interest in a student’s career, element of guidance in
the counselling approach, and a fine understanding of how
admission officers read and evaluate applications is what
enable our panel of experts shape the global future of an
undergraduate student.



Our International Experts & Coaches
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PhD from 
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Our Admission Advisors are certified by the UCLA as Global Career Counselors. Their expertise reflect in their process of -

Our highly experienced SAT/ ACT Test Prep Trainers are The Princeton Review Certified. Most of the trainers have scored
the 99th percentile in the actual test.

• Undergo quality check every quarter & 40 hours of internal certification process every 6 months 
• Provide unlimited guidance through Test reviews, doubt clearing, & additional lesson reviews
• Deploy instructional strategy through specific topic wise interventions to address students
• Teach the strategies proven to have helped our students join the top 5% of test takers
• Ensure a sizeable guaranteed score improvement from the time student enrolls.

Understanding of 
the International 
Education System 

Interpretation of 
the Psychometric 

Tests

Mapping of 
Subject choices to 
Possible Courses 

& Careers

Advising on 
Shortlisting & 

Applying to 
Relevant Colleges 

Fulfil Parent & 
Student 

Expectations well

Expert Credentials



Employability & 

Career Driven 

Approach

EVERY CHILD IS UNIQUE AND SO ARE HER
ASPIRATIONS. Through regular sessions with University

Deans, our advisors decode requirements of the senior
admissions specialists including leadership, X-factor in the
student profile, community service, diversity, mean SAT
class score, and so on.

Highly structured test preparation strategies cover every
testable topic - guaranteeing above 90th percentile
needed for top schools. It’s a step ahead of the typical
school style learning, modelling the techniques in a real
time testing simulation.



As a PARENT

What are the rewarding new age careers?

Which specialization will map best to the child’s aptitude?

Which country will provide the best career opportunities?

What kind of scholarships & funding options are available?

When should the child take the SAT/ACT/IELTS exam?

When should profile building activities for the child start?

What subject combinations to pursue for best ROI?

and the list is endless...

Which course(s) do I have the right aptitude for?

How do I get the top scores in SAT/ACT/AP exams?

How much time should I spend on school exams vs college 
admission prep?

Who will assist me in my essays & application?

Which profile building activities should I start working on?

How can I enhance my scope to get scholarship?

Should I apply for Early Action deadlines?

and again the list is endless… 

Addressing Career & Academic Challenges

As a STUDENT



Building a Distinguished Student Profile

Final Applications, 
Interview Preparation & 

University Selection

Detailing a Funding 
Requirement & 
Scholarship Plan

Finalizing a University 
Shortlist & Admissions 

Plan

Guaranteeing a High 
Score in SAT/ACT/AP

Strategizing a 
Personal Brand

Creating a 
Foundation

Each step in this
focused process
requires meticulous
planning & detailed
execution to ensure
a personal brand
that is hard to be
rejected by a global
university

Understanding student’s 
academic & overall profile  with 
Psychometric tests to validate 
program selection

3 pronged profile building 
strategy developing a  
comprehensive brand

Highly structured curriculum 

covering every topic - Guaranteeing 

above 90th Percentile needed for 

top schools.

Comprehensive shortlisting of 
universities with Dream, Reach, Safe  
categorization with a consolidated 
Admissions plan

Need Based/ Merit based 
scholarships are identified creating 
an overall funding plan

Application submission, Prep on 
acing alumni interviews, Unbiased 
assessment of best fit admit, and 
finalisation



Tracking Real Time Progress

State of the art CRM to view & track progress of milestones in real time and schedule 
interactions with the Admissions Advisor

Process & Timeline driven activity tracker to ensure disciplined completion of all 
suggested profile development steps

Adaptive recommendation engine that helps you personalize a SAT/ACT/AP lesson 
plan based on starting score, goals, and prep time left

Interactive test analysis dashboard with performance progress graph & detailed 
section analysis with answer explanations & pacing

Online class scheduler with class recordings ; In-depth coursework with short 
engaging videos

Applications timelines tracker to ensure student’s preparation is in line with 
early/regular application deadlines

Parent connect dashboards for regular updates, tracking overall progress of the 
student.



Assisting in Long Term Career Goals

Our experts understand that achieving the academic goal is but a milestone in the student’s 
journey. The ultimate aim is to meet the long term career goal

While clarity in the choice of selected stream is gained by Specialization selection 
psychometric test for the applicant on the basis of aptitude & preferences, our experts 
ensure that ROI forms a critical part of the Program Review Session

To ensure students derive maximum ROI from their degrees, our experts research 
universities that enhance their degree programs to meet the ever changing demands of the 
global industry. Universities that focus on students’ core skills to ensure they can seek their 
desired career options

Once students pursue an updated curriculum that meets modern education standards, they 
stand out in the competitive pool as graduates. This ensures a great ROI on the finances 
mobilized by their parents

Urban campuses are often recommended to ease the students to network with companies 
for employment opportunities. Proximity to companies that offer part time work 
opportunities is researched upon for students who want a sooner recovery on their cost of 
living.



Diversified 

Services 

Portfolio 

We understand that to build a differentiated student profile, a
guided path is to be created milestone by milestone. Which is
why there is range of services to ensure an overall

COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT OF THE STUDENT
as required by top universities.

Our Tests & practice questions mirror the official UG Prep
exams curated through 41+ years of Research & Development
by the World’s largest admission & Test Prep Experts. 77
Million copies of 150 titles have been sold across the world on
scoring high on standardized tests to choosing the right
college.





Profile Builder – Research Scholar Program

Building The Next Generation of Researchers
A world class research program for ambitious & innovative students aspiring for education from a 

top university to build a global career



Profile Builder – Summer Immersion Program

Taking Education Beyond The Classroom
Range of hands-on courses to acquire practical skills that prepare you for 

college and beyond.



Profile Builder – International Internship Program

Students work with professors, lecturers and postdoctoral researchers in
their field to tackle new challenges and showcase their abilities. The
program gives students the opportunity to learn from world experts in a
remote learning environment.

 Work 1-1 with a selective university professor/researcher/scholar or
business leader!

 Expand and apply knowledge of an academic subject in ways not possible
within school courses.

 Collaborate with mentors in an accessible, convenient and organized
learning environment.

 Complete a research project or written work/publication and may (at the
discretion of the mentor) be able to earn a letter of recommendation.



Admissions Consulting

99% applicant to admit success ratio in global universities

47% students are placed at Top 50 schools in the world

70% students admits received fall in dream and reach category of the

student

 GCC Certified Advisors by UCLA

 Admissions Consultants who understand the role of passionate
involvement in ECA and a well-developed profile in the eyes of the
AdCom

 Milestone-wise measurable progress to enable the student to manage
their application requirements

 State of the art CRM for parents to view milestones progress real time.

The applicant doesn’t just get the advantage of 1 admission
advisor, they get an entire TEAM of experts that has guided
generations of UG applicants



Pre Departure Services

Value-added services like housing visa and financial
counselling, education loan assistance, forex
services, bank accounts, ticketing and a complete
pre-departure services portfolio, to make sure your

child crosses the last stage of the application journey safely
and is well taken care of.



IGCSE / IB Tutoring

o Manya’s Live online 1-on-1 Socratic method of teaching is provided
through The Princeton Review proprietary platform with focus on
IGSE / IB boards from grades 6-12

o Tutors try and build a relationship of trust with students early in
their academic journey

o Students from top Indian schools such as Aditi Mallya, Shri Ram,
American Embassy, Doon, Vasant Valley, and Oakridge have
already taken this service to excel in their studies.

The Cambridge international curriculum sets a global standard for education, and is
recognized by universities and employers worldwide. The curriculum is flexible,
challenging and inspiring, culturally sensitive yet international in approach.

Facility to record sessions, create voice 
notes, customize page bookmarks

Regular tests & real time progress 
dashboards for tutor, student & parents

Pool of 200+ well experienced 
trainers deploying Socratic method 
of teaching

Subjects prioritization & sessions 
customised to student’s needs

Notes delivered within 24 hours 
summarizing each tutoring session for 
further reference of the student 

Rigorous selection process with 
intensive 2 month training for tutors

o Cambridge students develop an informed curiosity and a lasting
passion for learning. They also gain the essential skills they need
for success at university and in their future careers



Unique Recommendations based on Individual's Strengths through

Standardized Assessments of Personality, Aptitude, Motivations
& Interests, powered by Predictive Algorithms.

 Detailed Description of Your Strengths - Help you understand your
Personality, Strength Behaviors, Motivational Needs from the Work
Environment and your Stress Behaviors.

 Understand Who You Are and What You Are Good At - Discover
your Career Strengths and Natural Abilities.

 Unique Career Code - Unique approach based on a Scientific
Framework that will help you Simplify the Complex World of Careers.

 Unique Recommendations - Make Right Decisions on Subjects,
College Courses & Careers.

Career Assessment & Counselling



Early Edge

Foundational Academic, test-taking and life skills required for success

Get a head start ! Get Competitive!
• Progressive learning with comprehensive foundational content -

Extensive practice, reading strategies, vocabulary activities, grammar 
and writing work, & word problems

• An early dive into critical thinking with standardized test-taking 
strategies (PSAT/SAT)

Authentic all-inclusive AI-Driven Princeton Review Portal with High-Quality
International content
• 8 Full-length tests * Topic wise tests * Video based lessons and short 

quizzes * Detailed score report * Short interactive videos

Personalized & Designed to produce Independent Learners!
• Superior teaching style imbibing the Socratic Principles to facilitate 

independent thinking.

ELA

(English, 
Language &
Arts), Math

Level 1: Early 
Edge 100

Class 6, 7, 8

Level 2: Early 
Edge 101

Class 8 or Class
9

Level 3: Early 
Edge 102

Class 9 or Class
10

Customized study plans & training by Princeton Review Experts, & flexible timings



SAT /ACT Prep

The Princeton Review Certified Trainers 
This certification is an industry
benchmarking in test prep training. Most
of the faculty has scored the 99th
percentile in the actual test.

Proven Techniques for Guaranteed Outcomes
Highly Structured curriculum covering every
testable topic guaranteeing above 90th
Percentile needed for top schools.

1400+ Average SAT Score of Students in the Last 2 Years at Manya
Guaranteed Score Improvement of 250 Points

Advanced AI Driven Learning Portal
Adaptive Recommendation Engine that helps
you personalizes a lesson plan based on
starting score, goals, and prep time left.
Interactive Dashboard is also a part of the
portal.

College Readiness
Independent & Innovative thinking with
the display of a Cognitive mastery of the
concepts needed to progress to an
advanced learning needed in the degree.

Interactive Pedagogy
Step away from the Typical School Style
Learning. We follow Interactive Teaching
and model the proven techniques, help
apply & master them through guided drills
& practice.



IELTS /TOEFL /PTE Prep

Remedial Methodology
AI  driven analytics that help trainers 

identify gaps and correct them.

Actual Test Interface & Pattern
Get more confident as you get the real 
feel of the test every time you practice.

Analytics & Score Prediction
Detailed performance analysis with 

predicted scores in every test.

Personalized Learning
Customized learning approach based on 
knowledge gaps through test generator. 

56% of Manya Students Scored above 7.5 in the IELTS Exam
Guaranteed Score Improvement





My counseling experience with Manya has been
exceptional. My counselor, was there for me at each and
every step of the application process, making the
process a breeze. Her invaluable guidance, backed by
years of experience, helped me secure a place in my
dream university.

UG Admit: University of California, San Diego

We worked in conjunction with an editor. From creating
a resume, to proofreading my essays, it all fell on her as
an editor, and she did a wonderful job. Communication
was good between the two, and both knew what the
situation was at all times. The fact that I met all my
deadlines is testimonial to this act. I was accepted into
seven of the fourteen universities I applied to, with most
of them being high reach.

UG Admit: Purdue University

”

“



My journey at Manya started when I took the diagnostic
test and got a score of 1260. A score improvement of at-
least a 100 points was promised and I ended up
bettering my score by a massive 280 points! This is due
to the wonderful training given by Manya Teachers who
are always ready to help.

SAT Score 1540

Enrolling in Princeton review set the right preparation
path for me. They taught me everything needed to take
the SAT, as well as tips, tricks, and shortcuts to use on
exam day. The supplementary Princeton review text
books were extremely useful as well, as they helped me
master concepts using drills and exercises.

SAT SCORE 1540

”

“




